
A major case unit 
(“MCU”) within each 

practice vertical

Established litigation guidelines tailored to the 
applicable practice area

A national panel of defense counsel 
whose experience in each practice 

area has been fully vetted

An internal, bi-monthly claims 
committee in each practice group to 
allow for training and the sharing of 
the intellectual capacity on cases 

reviewed

Annual stewardship reports for each client that 
compares their claim results with national 

benchmark studies and substantiates the results 
obtained by GB Specialty

YOUR PARTNER FOR 
HIGH SEVERITY & 

COMPLEX CLAIMS

SPECIALTY

GB Specialty is a division of Gallagher Bassett, the global leader in the provision of risk and claims 
management services. Gallagher Bassett established GB Specialty in order to bring enhanced focus to 
claims in those industries with significant severity and complexity. GB Specialty’s claim professionals are 
former defense attorneys or carrier claim executives who have spent their entire careers in the following 
industries: healthcare; transportation; executive and professional liability; cyber; construction; product 
liability and life sciences.     

The information contained herein is offered as risk and claims management industry guidance and provided as an overview of current market risks and available programs and is 
intended for discussion purposes only. This publication is not intended to offer legal advice or client-specific risk management advice. General descriptions contained herein do not
include complete definitions, terms, and/or conditions, and should not be relied on for claims management interpretation. Actual claims and risk management policies must always 

be consulted for full coverage details and analysis. Copyright © 2020 Gallagher Bassett Services, Inc.   

TRUCKING HEALTHCARE EXECUTIVE & 
PROFESSIONAL

PRODUCT 
LIABILITY

CYBER CONSTRUCTION

GB SPECIALTY
OVERVIEW

GB Specialty’s best practice approach to claims and litigation management is to be proactive, fiscally 
responsible, intellectually honest and sensitive to each client’s contractual relationships. GB Specialty 
first learns its client’s litigation philosophy and then develops a claims handling partnership with each 
client that promotes that philosophy; supplements the client’s internal resources; strives to prevent 
surprises; and consistently provides sound recommendations and viable claim handling options.   


